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NATURE OF THE ORIENTALE AND CRISIUM IMPACTS. Peter H. Schultz, 
Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 

The Crisium and Orientale impact basins contain positive gravity anomalies quite different in size relative to 
their massif-ring diameters (1, 2). Earlier studies suggested that contrasting basin mascons could reflect the evolving 
lunar thermal history (1, 3), but recent Clementine data indicate other causes also must contribute to their gravity 
signatures (2). Impact angles provide a reasonable alternative explanation for these differences. Such a perspective 
underscores the effect of different scaling relations controlling the penetration, excavation, and modification stages of 
crater formation that become increasingly evident at large scales. Further, the proposed trajectories affect depths of 
excavation, asymmetric extents of crustal failure, and sequence of ejecta emplacement. 
Background: The asymmetric patterns of both structure and ejecta deposits of the Orientale and Crisium impact 
basins have led several studies to conclude that these basins were produced by oblique impacts (4, 5, 6, 7). On the 
basis of asymmetries in target failure (i.e., peak shock histories) produced by hypervelocity impact in laboratory 
experiments, additional criteria for (and consequences of) impactor trajectory have been recognized (8). Such studies 
indicate that the penetration (compression), disruption, and excavation stages of crater growth follow different scaling 
relations that become more evident at broad scales or at low impact angles (referenced to horizontal) where early 
stages of energy transfer comprise a large fractions of crater growth. 

During the penetration (compression) stage, laboratory experiments reveal that penetration depth (p) and 
penetration-zone diameter (x) scale as: 
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where a = impactor diameter; 6 = density (impactor p and target t); 0 = impact angle (from horizontal); s = measure 
of target strength; and c = sound velocity of target. The exponents P and u have been found to have a value of about 
113 for a wide variety of targets (spherical impactors). Note that penetration depth depends on impact angle, whereas 
the diameter of the penetration zone does not (9). 

At later stages, the limits of disruption (D,) and excavation (Dg) are not the same (10): 

where Y = target strength. gravity. Experiments indicate that target strength should be re laced b a strain-rate 
(E = via) term, Y = Y , P I ~ . =  Introduction of this term in equation (2a) results in D,/a - ag .08v0~5~ as found in 
impact experiments (1 1) and consistent with an observed time-dependent effect on crater aspect ratio (12). Equations 
(2a) and (2b) result in Ds becoming much greater than D as scale (a) increases for a given impact velocity. 
Experiments also demonstrate that Ds varies with azimuth and8depth as impact angle decreases (6). 

The four separate scaling relations become most evident in either small-scale strength-controlled craters or 
large-scale cratering structures where crater diameter (D,, D ) is small relative to the independent impactor dimension 
(a). all other variables being equal. The contrasting depenfences expressed in equations (I) and (2) can be tested at 
planetary scales if they can be correlated with observable features. The diameter of the penetration zone is proposed 
to correspond to the central uplift such as pits, peaks, and rings (9) as supported by geologic studies of terrestrial 
craters (13, 14). Equations (lb) and (2b) indicate that the diameters of central structures should increase with 
decreasing impact angle and crater size, as observed on Venus (9). The correlation between the penetration zone and 
the central uplift is further demonstrated by the effect of impact angle on the asymmetry in placement and 
morphology of central peaks, pits, and rings (8, 9). Equation (la) reveals that maximum target penetration is not a 
constant fraction of D or Ds, as frequently assumed. More explicitly, it indicates that the maximum sample depth 
exposed in the centrafuplift of a crater (controlled by penetration) is not simply the transient crater floor depth 
(controlled by the later stage crater flow field). The dimensions D, and Dg are controlled by reflected shock from the 
free surface, independent of penetration or excavation depth, as demonstrated experimentally (15). While D is most 
likely a transient feature in complex craters at planetary scales, Ds may be expressed by the outer limits 0% crustal 
failure as expressed by incipient crustal failure (16, 17). Oblique impacts create asymmetries in Ds in laboratory- 
scale strength-controlled craters (Fig. 1) that closely parallel the rim outline of planetary-scale craters produced by 
oblique impact trajectories determined from ejecta asymmetry (Fig. 2). 
Implications: The much larger Orientale and Crisium impact basins exhibit analogous asymmetries of their 
interior and exterior structure that may help resolve their contrasting geophysical expressions. Figure 3 traces the 
change in the radius of concentric structural elements around Orientale and Crisium as a function of azimuth. Both 
basins exhibit elongation of the outer ring structures perpendicular to the trajectory with extensions or breaching 
downrange. The interior positive gravity anomaly of each basin is also offset uprange, whereas shallower excavation 
can be inferred from the gravityltopography data downrange. The principal contrast between these two basins is the 
larger central gravity high (380 km) for Crisium relative to the massif (500 km) or scarp rings (635 km, 1060 km) 
as compared with the gravity hlgh in Orientale (280 km) relative to the massif (620 km) or scarp ring (930 km). 

It is proposed that the interior gravity highs record the penetration stage of cratering (eq. I), whereas the outer 
rings are controlled by the limits of disruption and excavation (eq. 2) as well as modification (see 7). The widening 
of basin radius perpendicular to the trajectory for basin (Fig. 3) and complex craters (Fig. 2) strongly suggests that 
even planetary-scale impact craters preserve signatures of early-stage energy transfer similar to much smaller 
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laboratory experiments (Fig. 1). If the 635 km (Crisium) and 930 km (Orientale) rings reflect limits of shock 
disruption, then equations (1) and (2) can be used to derive relative impact angle (the subtle outer Crisium scarp is 
more likely a consequence of basin collapse, 7). If Orientale was formed by a 30" impact, Crisium was produced by 
a 10" impact. Even though the Crisium impact angle was low, the size of the impactor was large resulting in its 
large central gravity anomaly following rebound and mare infilling. 
Conclusions: Crisium, Orientale, and complex craters produced by oblique impacts all exhibit interior and rim 
structures resembling experimental laboratory craters, even though they are more than lo7 times larger. Such 
insights may help to understand and interpret asymmetries and geophysical expressions of large terrestrial impact 
craters including Sierra Madera, Manson (8), Vredefort, and Chicxulub (18). 
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Figure 1. Contrasting dimensions of interior penetration 
zone and outer fracture limit of laboratory-scale craters as a 
function of azimuth from uprange. 
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Figure 2. Azimuth plot (change in crater radius with 
azimuth) for complex craters produced by oblique 
trajectories based on ejecta asymmetry. 
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Figure 3. Azimuth plots for the Orientale and Crisium impact structures centered on central gravity high revealing 
elongation or breach of interior structures along trajectory and elongation of outer scarps perpendicular to trajectory 
(symbol). 
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